Abstracf-Gait parameter adaptation on a physical mhot is an error-prone, tedious and time-consuming process. In this paper we present a system for gait adaptation in our RHex series of hexapedal mhots that renders this arduous process nearly autonomous. The robot adapts its gait parameters hy recourse to a modified version of Nelder-Mead descent while managing its self-experiments and measuring the outcome by visual servoing within a partially engineered environment. The resulting performance gains extend considerably beyond what we have managed with hand tuning. For example, the hest hand tuned alternating tripod gaits never exceeded 0.8 m / s nor achieved specific resistance helow 2.0. In contrast, Nelder-Mead based tuning has yielded alternating tripod gaits at 2.7 m / s (well over 5 body lengths per second) and reduced specific resistance to 0.6 while requiring little human intervention at low and moderate speeds. Comparable gains have heen achieved on the much larger ruggedized version of this machine.
I. INTRODUCTION In this paper we document the performance improvements . . in a hexapedal robot achieved by a nearly autonomous gait adaptation system. Appropriately designed gait variant' parameter optimization has improved top speed and energy efficiency by a factor of three beyond what any prior hand tuned settings could achieve. Significantly, the new parameter settings drive the robot into a qualitatively different operational regime with a pronounced aerial phase -typically more than 35% of the complete gait cycle, as documented in Fig.  1 . In this regime, forward speed exceeds that of a motor's output shaft angular velocity scaled by leg length -the speed of an equivalent wheeled vehicle with the same motor gear assemblies powering wheels of the same radius. Thus, well in advance of our much desired but still imperfect analytical understanding, empirical gait adaptation in RHex begins to suggest the advantages of springy legs that can store energy at the motor's power limits and then return it far more quickly, at just the right time, and in just the right direction to produce the faster, more efficient aerial phase.
RHex (see Figure 1 ) is a power-and computationautonomous hexapod robot [l] . Inspired by cockroach locomotion [2] , RHex features compliant legs and a simple 'The term "gait". seems to encompass both the discrete notion of a panem of footfalls and the cantinuous notion of their relative timing and magnitude. In this paper, we will use the term "gait pattern" to denote the discrete nation.
Formally, the homotopy class of a simple closed curve (the embedding of a circle) in the appropriate forms. We will use the term "gait variant" U) denote the continuous notion. Formally, the particular choice of embedding within specified pattern. It is this latter aspect of gait whose adaptation we discuss in the present paper. 
131.
A growing body of evidence suggests that high speed cockroach runners employ open loop feedforward style gait control, since the lag due to neural signal propagation from brain to leg is large relative to the speed of the gait 141. Funher inspired by this principle of cockroach locomotion, the original control design for RHex employs an essentially open loop control strategy incorporating hand-tuned reference trajectories for the leg joint angles, the "clock" signal depicted in Figure   2 . In section N . A we offer a brief physical interpretation of the four gait parameters that are denoted by the h o t points q1 and q2 in Figure 2 .
More sophisticated closed loop controllers for RHex are under active development 151. However, notwithstanding its simplicity, the open loop clock driven scheme lent RHex a degree of mobility unprecedented in autonomous legged machines at the time of its initial communication [l] and deserves study and improvement in its own right. While recent Fig. 2 . angle naming convention rPfi -The 'Clock" signal that drives the legs for walking Righranalysis of reduced degree of freedom models of this "simple" scheme has begun to reveal the underlying basis of gait stabilization 161, we are very farfromnnderstanding the factors of performance in different environments. Empirically, it is clear that for each gait p?ttern and fixed variant, performance varies considerably with details of the terrain type -e.g. on linoleum, concrete, pavement. gravel, grass, etc. Conversely, for a fixed surface, we have found that slight variations in the parameters that select these variants can have a significant impact on perfoknance. Moreover, the admissible region of the parameter space is quite large. These observations motivate the central focus of this paper -the development of an automated method for tuning the gait variant parameters.
The organization of this paper is as follows: Section ll describes how we implement the gait adaptation process as an ofline parameter optimization problem and discusses our choice of descent algorithm. Section III presents our visionbased automation system with emphasis on the state machine that governs its autonomy. Finally, Section IV presents the results of a series of gait optimization experiments performed on the hexapedal platfoims.
GAIT ADAPTATION
Using intuitian, an experienced designer can often conceive of a gait pattern for a given task, however finding an appropriate operating point .in the associated gait variant parameter space is typically less amenable to intuition. Fortunately, the designer will often have an idea in mind of the desirable performance attributes that would distinguish a better variant from a worse, and it is quite natural to encode these desired properties in the form of a scalar valued cost function. Hence, tuning can generally be reduced to an empirically formulated optimization problem.
[7]. In a legged robotic system, especially one featuring compliant legs such as RHex, it is difficult to obtain accurate models of, for example, actuators, nonlinear springs and damping in the legs, varying friction coefficients, and complex ground-body interactions. The lack of a good model necessitates that all experimentation is done on the physical robot.
Learning and optimization to improve behavior has previously been successfully implemented in a growing number of robotics settings. . Even in two dimensions, convergence results are weak (the simplex volume vanishes asymptotically and vertex values converge but not necessarily over the same points) and there are established cautionary examples (i.e. cases where the algorithm converges to a non-critical point) of a seemingly benign (i.e.. smooth and strictly convex ) nature [MI. Nevertheless, Nelder Mead incurs in principle the least experimental cost per step of any of the other "direct search (derivative free) methods and despite some published accounts of its breakdown in very regular application settings, it has been empirically observed to perform well on a wide range of optimization problems [19]. Note that a derivative free approach tn hill climbing is desired in this setting because experimental variability makes the approximation of gradients difficult and untrustworthy.
SYSTEM AUTOMATION
The effort and difficulty of executing a uial and collecting the associated data required for parameter tuning make a compelling case for its automation. A single descent generally requires hours of robot time and the inevitable operator fatigue introduces errors. Over this lengthy period, additional uncontrolled variation inevitably arises through the natural aging of the physical system: changes in leg stiffness as its constituent materials degrade and varying estimates of power usage as battery levels change. Automating the descent decreases the operator induced noise, thereby avoiding unnecessary trial repetition, shortening the total length of the descent and diminishing as well these effects of natural aging.
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StabiLizing Experiment
Servo home The robot receives visual data at 30hz from an onboard Sony DFW300 firewire camera. We use the visual registration algorithm described in [ZO] implemented by recourse to engineered beacons (bright red vertically striped panels as depicted in figure. 3. In order to better describe the implementation we distinguish three main components: the finite state-machine acting as a high level supervisor, the controllers associated with each supervisor state and finally the camera map.
A. Sequential Composition of Contrallers
Transition events between discrete supervisor states occur wben the robot reaches (or, via surrogate means, supervisor states "believes" itself to have reached, in the cases noted below wherein it lacks the sensory modality to measure the relevant aspects of its state directly) its goal inside the domain. 
B. StateMackine Model
The sequential composition of the constituent continuous controllers is implemented by a supervisor defined by the standard finite state machine illustrated in figure 4. The standard "prepares" events that label the transition arrows in fig bus while we adhere to the formal definition of sequential composition 1211 with respect to a surmgate projection of geatly reduced dimension (a projection of the rota's three degee of freedom configuration in the horiwntal plane), this is only a come substitute for the more refined god that would need to be defined in the underlying state space Of the mht's full 12 dimensional rigid body p i t i o n and velrxity. 1te;ation hurnb;; ( I id;. o 18 ex& 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Experiments described in this section take the form of repeated runs over a fixed 8 m track depicted in Fig. 3 . A cost function is computed from the average speed and average power recorded over each run, and the gait parameters listed below are adjusted before each subsequent run according to the Nelder-Mead variant described in section II. Two different cost functions -specific resistance (1) , and speed-weighted specific resistance ( 2 ) -are used to achieve, respectively, highly efficient, and fast stable gaits. We discuss outcomes for three different physical settings. In section B we present the results of hand measured and human driven runs with RHex L11 and with Rugged RHex [23]. In Section C, we discuss a set of autonomously generated runs driven and measured by the visually servoed state machine described in Section III.
A. Gait Variant Parameter Space and Cost Functions
Our parameterization of the walking gait yielded an eight dimensional space which allows affordance over the slopes and liming of the piece-wise linear function graphed in figure 2 (i.e. moving knot points q1 and 42 in figure 2), the PD gains at the hip joints of the robot, a trajectory smoothing factor, and the period of the gait. In this "alternating tripod" scheme, the same reference trajectory is applied to each leg, but the signal seen by the left tripod is 180 degrees out of phase from the signal seen by the right tripod [ 11. Intuitively, the reference trajectory imposes a slower rotational velocity on the legs while putatively on ground, and faster while recirculating through the air. Moving the knot points changes the timing, relative speed and the length of the two phases of the reference trajectory. At each hip, a single actuator applies torque to a leg shaft through a local PD controller that regulates the difference between the reference signal and the motor shaft angle and velocity. While the period regulates the average speed of the motors the relationship between period and forward velocity is is strongly non-monotonic. Indeed, there is very little in the way of an intuitively compelling relationship between these parameters and the robot's physical motion. Nor does our best present mathematical understanding, outlined in [6], yet provide anything close to an approximation of the mapping.
Cost Measure
Pre-tune Part-tune a dimensionless quantity which has become a standard measure of vehicle efficiency. Here, Pa, is the average power4, and uau is average velocity, measured over the course of the 8m run. Constants, m and g are the mass of the robot and acceleration of gravity respectively. To encode speed, the inverse of velocity was tested and rejected as a performance criterion, because it led to gaits that were fast but extremely sensitive to perturbations from the environment to the point of instability. Instead, we chose a speed weighted version of Specific Resistance which combines the desirable properties of specific resistance with the desire to find faster gaits.
( 2 )
It is our feeling that specific resistance and stability are strongly correlated as unstable gaits tend to "waste" energy. We first tested the optimization as applied to our gait parameterization without the vision system enabled. Instead a highly experienced driver was used to run experiments. We show the results using two different hexapedal robots, RHex and Rugged RHex I ) RHex:: For each cost function we performed approximately 10 descents each typically involving 300-500 trials. Figure 5 shows how the current best specific resistance decreases over a sample descent. Table 1 shows that maximum velocity of the speed gait increased threefold, up to 2.7m/s, and specific resistance was lowered to 0.6. As mentioned in the introduction, with both the speed and endurance gaits RHex achieves a true aerial phase and is thus running rather than walking. Using the optimized endurance gait, RHex can travel over 3 . 3 h on a single set of batteries, up from 750111.
' I n this work, &e total power (which includes power for the on-board computation and inefficiencies in the electmnics) is used to compute specific resistance. Some other studies consider only mechanical power, which yields a lower specific resistance.
2) Rugged:: While the parameterization of Rugged RHex has the same control architecture as does RHex, but at almost twice the mass, its higher torque and, hence, lower maximum speed motors add additional constraints to the robot's locomotion speed and efficiency. Nevertheless, applying our parameter optimization scheme to Rugged RHex yielded similar results. Table I shows nearly a factor of three improvement in both top speed and specific resistance. The similar forward velocities for each of the different cost functions can be attributed to the reduced maximum angular rate of the motor shafts. 
C. Autonomous Gait Variant Parameter Adaptation
automation system is both more reliable and accurate than the human operated version at speeds less than 1.3ds. To test the attributes of &e vision system we ran trials at three constant speeds over our 8m linoleum course. Table U shows how the vision system achieved more than a factor of 2 reduction in timing variance while significantly reducing the percentage of the run where steering inputs are used to keep the robot on course. Furthermore, the percentage of experiments that need to be re-evaluated (redo rate = sucessfuUy completed rundtotal runs) is greatly reduced (with the vision system on, re-evaluation is triggered when the beacons are lost or the robot flips. In the human operated case these can be attributed to operator error or flipping). At lowest speeds (approx. 0.5ds) our vision system proved to work entirely without human assistance as opposed to every run without vision. As the velocity of the robot increases, it becomes more prone to flipping and thus the experimenter had to intervene to right the robot. As can be seen the automation system fails tune both the speed and specific resistance of the alternating tripod gait pattern using the autonomous vision guided system introduced in Section IU. Once again, we report the results of two sets of (roughly 300 -500) 8m runs on linoleum, although similar results were obtained operating outdoors on concrete.
I) Level of Automarion: Judging the efficacy of any automation system entails an assessment of the extent to which it reduces the need for human intervention. While the state machine in our system is formally complete in the sense that its constituent basins cover the entire set of legal configurations in the horizontal plane of the robot's rigid body placements (in other words, every contingency is in principle accounted for), this is a mere projection of the robot's true physical state (at the very least, at 48 dimensional quantity [l]) and there are a number of situations where human intervention is still necessary. In particular the automated system is presently unable to recover when the robot has flipped on it's back, nor is it equipped with thermal sensors permitting the detection of motor temperatures near or at the point of incumng motor damage. For these reasons, we never run the automated system without a human assistant to watch the robot's progress and resolve collisions with these unmodeled and fatal obstacles.
Thus, while not entirely displaced, the burden on the human operator is substantially reduced, allow.ing useful attention to other work while tuning progresses, thereby allowing for longer and more accurate tuning sessions.
2) Accuracy and Reliabiliry of the Automated System: Besides making it significantly easier on the operator the at high speed. We anribute this failure to the low frame rate returned by our vision system and image blur due to a long exposure time. Currently we have a dedicated vision processor on RHex equivalent to a Pentium U 300Mhz which yields 15 framedsec when running our vision algorithms. We feel the a faster frame rate coupled with a smaller exposure time will allow our system to be successful at the higher speed. Table III shows the results of tuning using the vision system. To give a sense of how the difficulty of driving a hexapedal robot affects the results of the optimization we have also compared the vision system to results obtained by an inexperienced driver. Io both cases the initial conditions were chosen via the same method and several descents performed. The automated system matched the inexperienced human's final speed and trounced him with respect to efficiency. As can be seen from the second line of Table I , the automated system beat even the experienced driver (over 500 hours driving time) in the final efficiency of its speed targeted optimization by about 10%. descents performed. We attribute this improved performance to the increased steering and timing ability of the automated system documented in Table 11 . In conlrast, neither the inexperienced driver nor the automated system were able to operate at the high speeds of the experienced human. It is quite difficult for a human to get a feel for this and we have already remarked upon the limitations of the vision system that the automated tuner relies upon. too close to each other and also yield reasonably "high quality" [ , ] enyimnmenc.. Tech.
3) Tuning Walking with Vision:
D.
gaits. Absent the intuition of an experienced experimenter to 
